Orange Renewable Honored with Two Awards for Excellence at IWEF Conference 2017

20th October 2017, New Delhi : Orange Renewable, a 100% subsidiary of AT Holdings Pte Ltd,
Singapore has been awarded Wind Energy Developer of the Year - Portfolio Performance (Gold
category) and Wind Energy Developer of the Year (Silver Category) at the India Wind Energy Forum
Conference 2017.
Held annually, the IWEF Excellence awards aim to recognize and applaud the efforts of the leading
performers and achievers of the Industry. Since its inception, it has celebrated the best performing
companies and people for their achievement and contribution to the sector. An independent panel of
recognized expert judges representing the industry determine the winners.
The award was received by Sudhir Nunes, CEO Wind Business, Orange Renewable in a ceremony
attended by industry delegates and luminaries from across the country.
“It is a delightful moment for us to have received recognition in two leading categories. We thank IWEF
for being a catalyst for development of a sustainable and competitive Wind Energy sector in India and
providing a platform for engagement of Industry thought leaders. We are encouraged by this
recognition and will continue to contribute to the growth of the Wind Energy sector in India.” said
Sudhir Nunes.
Orange Renewable is a young renewable IPP with 758 MW operating capacity in key resource states of
India 567 MW in wind projects and 191 MWdc in solar projects.

About Orange Renewable, India ( www.orangerenewable.net )

Headquartered in New Delhi, a 100% subsidiary of AT Holdings Pte. Ltd, Singapore, Orange Renewable is
focused on developing, constructing and operating renewable energy projects in the field of wind and
solar energy across India with presence in Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Maharashtra,
Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan.

AT Holdings Pte Ltd, Singapore (www.atcapital.com.sg)
Headquartered in Singapore, AT Capital Group was founded by Mr. Arvind Tiku. AT Capital Group has an
asset portfolio worth approximately US$2.5 billion. Its global portfolio includes investments in
residential and commercial real estate, hospitality, natural resources, renewable energy, engineering
and construction

